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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe a fast and robust method
for frame-to-frame and frame-to-mosaic image registration under affine and projective motion model, and consider implementation issues for real-time processing.
We assume the influence of motion parallax in tlie
scenes to be relatively small, and compute pseudo motion vectors that are rough estimates of optical flows
at each selected pixels. Pixels are selected according
to the gradient of image brightness, and the numlier
of pixels is controlled to guarantee real-time processing. Then tlie pseudo motion vectors are verified by
pixel-wise matching, and alignment parameters are estimated from verified motion vectors. The M-estimator
is used to exclude outliers.
Csing this method, we implemented a software system tha,t can create and display a panoramic imagelvideo
from video sequences in real-time with a low-cost PC.

This paper describes a fast and robust image registration method that can be used to create a panoramic
image/video from video sequences. To estimate alignment parameters for image registration, the method
computes pseudo motion vectors that are rough estimates of optical flows at each selected pixels. Using
the proposed method, we implemented a software system that can, with a low-cost PC, create and display
panoramic itnages/videos in real-time.
1. INTRODUCTION

Creating panoramic images from video sequences is
useful for many applications such as image browsing
[SI, video surveillance [l] a,nd virtual reality [3][7]. Its
real-time processing is of great significance because it
enables video niosaicing to he performed without accumulating video sequences and it enables online user to
specify the way that panoramic images are created. It
also enables us to create a panoramic image on which
live video frames are overlaid. Such panoramic videos
are very suitable for presentation of a wide scene lieca,iise they let a guide move around while explaining in
the scene without, causing the viewer to lose sight of the
global scene. In order to overlay live video frames on
a panoramic image, it is necessary to achieve real-time
image registration for srenes including objects that are
moving or are not included in the panoramic image
(that are outliers).
Although previons works [2] have dealt with image
registration when the scenes include objects that are
outliers, the previous method requires intensive computational cost that hinders real-time software implementation. On the other hand, some previous inethods [9]
can provide nearly real-time processing. However they
assume the scenes in video sequences not to include
outliers, and implementation issues have not covered
thoroughly.

2. IMAGE REGISTRATION
2.1. Frame-to-frame image registration

The proposed met hod est iinat es frame-to-fra,rne aligiiment paramet,ers by the following computationally lightweight steps.

1. Compute pseudo motion vectors that are rough
estimates of the opticd flows at each pixel.
2. Verify the computed motion vec,tors by pixel-wise
matching:
3. Estimate the motion parameters from verified motion vectors.

4. Compensate the global motion between surressive frames and repeat steps 1-4 on the compcm
sated frames until either the error of niotion conipensation is below a threshold or a fixed n u n d m
of iterations has been c.ompleted.
5. Update the motion parameters by using the
estimator.
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2.1.2. Parameters estimation

2.1.1. Pseudo motion vectors and pixel-wise match-

ing
The computation of pseudo motion vectors at each pixel is based on the spatia-temporal gradient of image
brightness. Let I ( x , y , t ) be the brightness of a point
( x , y) at timet, and we define the pseudo motion vector
( u p ,wP) by using the following equations:
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Since the pseudo motion vectors at each pixel can be
c,omputed by only the spatia-temporal gradients at the
pixel, its computational cost is quite small.
The qualitative characteristics of these equations
can be explained as follows. If the true motion vector ( u , t i ) at the point ( 2 , ~is) suffic.iently small, tlie
a1
ar
well-known constraint equation %ti
= o
should be satisfied. Using this equation, the pseudo
motion vector can be written as follows:
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In the next step, the global motion parameters are estimated from the selected pseudo motion vectors by
using tlie least-squares method. In this paper, we estimate affine motion model because of its stability of
parameters estimation. Tlien the estimated global inotion between the frames is compensated and the motion parameters are re-estimated from the compensated
frames. There is, however, heavy computational cost
for compensating motion between frames at each iteration. Thus we use the following strategy in order to
avoid the motion compensation. Let the previous estimation result of affine parameters be (al,c~,..,aa).
A
compensation motion vector ( u e ,w.) can be coinputed
at each pixel ( x , y) by calculating
U?

= a1:C
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+ aay + ag.

We cain compute pseudo motion vectors and time derivatives between compensated frames without actually compensating by using the following equations:
The ratios of horizontal-to-vertical and vertical-to-horizontal
gradients of image brightness,
and ar ar y e

$$/E z(x,

empirically known to have bell-shaped distributions with
peaks at zero. Thus the distribution of pseudo motion
vectors (up,+) has its peak near the true motion vecAlthough the constraint equation does not
tor (.,U).
generally hold if the niotion vector ( I L , I I ) is large, the
)
distribution of pseudo motion vectors ( u p ,t ~ is~ also
empirically biased to the true motion vector.
When dealing with actual discrete image sequences,
we use the following equations to compute the horizontal, vertical, and time gradients of image brightness.
Let I r ( x , y j and I C ( z , y ) be the image brightnesses of
the reference frame and the currrnt frame at a point

up =

- arz /arz+ I & ,
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Computation and selection of pseudo motion vectors
and the estimation of' the global motion parameters
are repeated until either the average error of pixel-wise
matching is below a threshold or a fixed nuniber of
iterations has been completed. The selected pseudo
motion vectors, however, include two types of outliers:
(a) those caused by moving objects, (b) those caused
by the wrong pixel-wise matching. We therefore use
the M-estimator to reject those outliers. We use the
Cauchy weight function w ( c ) =
because its
computational cost is relatively low.
By giving the estimated affine parameters a,s an i n tial estimate, we can find projective motion parameters
by using Szeliski's well-known algorithm [GI. Since the
initial estimate is close to the solution of projective
parameters, the algoritlim should converge to it in a
relatively small number of iterations.
A diagram of the frame-to-frame image registration
is shown in Figure 1.

(N>Y):

where 6a and Sy are horizontal and vertical sampling
units of image, respectively.
Given a threshold T,we can select a pseudo motion
vector (u,,vp) by testing the following condition:

2.2. Frame-to-mosaic image registration

Since tlie true niotion vector should satisfy this equation, it is possible to verify the pseudo motion vectors
by testing this condition.

In estimating frame- to-mosaic alignment parame ters, it
is necessary to handle large displacement because the
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at each iteration without the division operation by 11s
ing the following equations:
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Since for most CPUs division is much more expensive
operation than multiplication, the use of these equations can be expected to reduce the computational cost.
Sub-pixel image brightness is required for pixel-wise
matching in Eq. (2) and computation of time derivative
in Eq. (1).We use linear interpolation to compute subpixel brightness.
Let N be the number of pixels and d l 4 be the nuniber
of iterations. The nunihers of operatious required are
listed in Table 1.
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Verify the motion vector

Compensate motion with

operation
conipute reciprocal of gradient
compute compensation vector
linear interpolation
parameters cs t iinat ion

Figure 1: A diagram of image registration

panoramic iiiiage is much larger than the frame. Tlie
previous method of frame-to-frame image registration,
however, requires tlie initial estimate to be relatively
close to the paranieters because the method is based
on the spatio-temporal gradient of image brightne
We therefore give iiiultiple initial estimates so that
the motion parameters to be estimated are snfficirntly
close to at least one of the initial estimates. By taking the estimated parameters that gives the smallest
MSE (mean squared error). we can estimate the franieto-mosaic alignment parametPrs for image registration
Int this paper, we estimate affine pasanieters t n create
a cylinclrical panorama and estimate projective parenieters to create a planar panoranm
Once tlie aligmiient parameters are estimated, s u b
sequent estimation finds the parameters by using tlie
previous result as an initial estimate.

#

of operation
2x N
N x1
M
2 x ll' x 'VI

M

3. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

We built a softwa,re system that (1)creates and displays
new panoramic images from video sequences, and ( 2 )
overlays tlie video frame on a, pa,noramic image that
has already been created.
3.1. System overview
The system creates and displays panoramic images/videos
from video sequences by going through tlie following
steps.
1. Capturing a video frame

2. Image registration.

3. Merging the franie to tlie panoramic iniage/video.
4. Displaying the panoramic image/video.

2.3. Coinputatioiial cost

Most of the computational cost. of the proposed iiietliod
is due to the computation of pseudo motion vectors and
of pixel-wise matching, since they are computed at each
pixel and at each iteration.
Tlie computation of pseudo motion vectors requires
the calculation of the time derivative of image brightness and requires the derivative t o he divided by the
horizontal a,nd vertical gradient of inia,ge brightness in
Eq. (3). Because tlie gradients are fixcd throughont iteration, 13y computing the reciprocal of gradients 11%
and 11%. we can c.alculate the pseudo motion vectors

To create a new panoraniic image from video sequences, we. estimate frame-to-fsame aligtiiiient paraniPters hetween captured frames, and niergr each frame
t o a mapped plane by warping it with tlie estimated pasanieters. We estimate affine pii,raineters to niap each
frame to a cylindrical panorama and estimate prnjective Imrameters to niap each frame t o a planar pa.nora,ma.
Thr i:ylindric.al panorama is used for creating widrview panoramic images. The vertical slit at tlie iniag?
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

center of each frame is nierged to the panoramic inisge since the slit is approximately tangent plane of the
cylindrical panorama.
To overlay video frames on a panoramic image that
has already been created, we find frame-to-mosaic alignment parameters by using the proposed method and we
overlay the frames by warping alieiii with the parameters.

The experimental results describcd in this section show
the effectiveness of tlic proposed metliod i n creating
panoramic images/videos from video sequences on a
low-cost PC.

4.1. Online creation of panoramic images

We create tlie panoramic image with projective paranieters, from live input video takcn from a pan/tilt/zoom
cariiera. For image registration, we use a threshold of
pixel-wise niatching T = 6.0, and we set the nuniher of
pixels N = 2000, and the nuniber of iterations Ad = 30.
Those values are empirically suitable for both real-time
processing and stable parameter estimation.
The panoramic image created (size: 900 x 310) is
shown in Figure 2. The processing times required for
each process and fbr overall throughput are listed in
Table 2.
Running tlic software on tlie niultiprocessor PC ( 2
CPUs) reduces tlie throughput by alniost 50%. This
indicates that the processing power of two CPUs can
he fiilly exploited.

3.2. Computational resources for implenienta-

tion
We implemented the system on a low-cost

PC (OS:

Linux-2.2.4, CPU: PeiitiuiiiII-460~IHz[Dual CPC]),
The
software uses Video for Linux API for capturing fiillra,te video frames (size: 320 x 210, 24-bit RGB),and
X11RG library for displaying a panoraniic image/video.
3.3. System architecture

The four steps explained in Section 3.1 were implemented as a pipeline of GSIX processes, each cominiinicating with tlie other processes via shared memory
facilities. If the OS supports multiprocessing function,
the processing can be speeded-up by thc OS without
rewriting or recompiling code as the nuniber of CPCs
increases since most of the multiprocessina-supportrd
OSes regard a UWIX process as a unit of sc.liedu1ing.
The lea,ding CXIX OSes such a,s Linux. IRIX and Solaris a,re aggrrssively supporting multiprocessitig.

Process
Image registration
Merging franic to mosaic
Displaying mosaic
Tot a1
Throughpiit

3.4. System optimization

A naive iiiiPlPiiieiitatioii of the pipeline processing de-

processing time
30 insec
80 msec

70 nisec
180 msec
90-100nisec

Table 2: Processing times and throughput for tlie prop o s d tnethod

scribed i n Sec.tion 3.1 limits tlie frame-rate of all the
processes t o that of tlir most time-consuming process.
In fact, on the computational resource described in Section 3.2, processes 1 and 2 require 30 nisec. per frame,
while processes 3 and 4 respectively require SO and 70
insec. This nieaiis that process 1 a,iid 2 must wait 60
niscc. for tlie complct,ioii of process 3. That is critic.al
liecause inia,ge registra,tion between successive frames
beconies more challenging as the frame rate is lower
(lxcaiise the displacetnent can l i e larger). We therefore improved the pipeline procrssing so that it would
not stall the image registration process. We did this as
follows:
If process 3 is nut coiiipleted when pruc.rss 2 is coinpleted. process 2 contiiiues inia,ge registration brtwcen
tlie next frames and adds the cstimated parameters
to the affine parameters until process 3 is completed.
When process 3 is compleaed, process 2 delivers the acruniulated parameters and the last franie to process 3
for uiergitig. This improvement lets the image registration process run without stalling.

Figure 2: Input video frames (almve) and a panoramic
image created (below).
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4.2. Overlaying video

011

panoramic image

WFcreated a pa,noramic image [cylindrical panorama)
on which input video frames were overla.id. The panoraniic image [size: 1172 x 240) and the input frames [size:
320 x 2-10) a.re shown i n Figure 3, and the overlaid
panoramic video is slrown i n Figure 1. It took 600 111sec. to establish franie-to-nrosaic image registration,
because we gave 30 initial estimates. Once the alignniriit parameters were estimated, the system could overh y inpnt video frames at 10-12 fraines per sec.
In this video sequence, a guide is introduciirg the
building while iiroviiig around the sc.ene. The c.reated
overlaid panoraniic video delivers aiid depicts the scene
better than the input video frames do.

Figure 4: A video overlaid on the panoramic image.
Figure 3: A panoramic image (above) and input video
frames (below).
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